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1.01 Introduction
This Design and Access Statement has
been prepared to support the Vale of
Glamorgan Council’s planning application
for the development of improved education
facilities for St. Nicholas Church In Wales
Primary School.
The purpose of this Design and Access
Statement is to inform the reader of the
background to the planning application and
provide a clear description and justification
of the design intent for the proposals. This
report:
•

Details the site and surroundings;

•

Demonstrates the background to the
proposed development;

•

Identifies the relevant planning policy
framework;

•

•

Provides details of the design ethos,
landscaping concept and access
arrangements for the proposed
development; and
Addresses the impacts of the
development proposals.

This report has been prepared in
accordance with the requirements
for Design and Access Statements in
Wales, explaining the design concepts
and principles in relation to access,
character, community safety, environmental
sustainability and movement.

1.02 Project Background
St. Nicholas CIW Primary School is an
English-medium voluntary controlled school
serving 4 to 11 year olds in St. Nicholas
and Bonvilston. There are 18 pupils per
year group with a total capacity of 126
pupils. The school does not currently
provide nursery provision.
The school consists of two buildings: the
‘Old School’ built in the 1850s and a flatroofed main building built in the 1960s. The
main building is timber clad and has been
categorised as being of poor condition and
suitability.
The school is split over two sites with
reception pupils having to walk to the
nearby ‘Old School’ following morning

assembly. There is no path along this stretch
of road which is a health and safety risk to
younger pupils and the community.
Classroom sizes are inconsistent throughout
the building. There are currently 72 children
being taught across two classrooms.
On the 18 March 2019 the governing
body issued a consultation document on
a proposal to increase the capacity of
the school from 126 (FT) places to 210
(FT) places and alter the age range from
4-11 to 3-11 from September 2021. This
was to meet projected future demand
as a result of existing and proposed
housing developments in the area. On 23
September 2019, the Vale of Glamorgan
Council’s Cabinet approved the proposal
to expand St Nicholas CIW Primary from
126 places to 210 places and to change
the age range from 4-11 to 3-11 from
September 2021. A subsequent planning
application (2020/00874/RG3 refers)
was submitted seeking consent to undertake
the development of a replacement school
which would be able to accommodate
the increased pupil places. The planning
application was considered by the Council’s
Planning Committee on 21 January 2021,
where it was determined that planning
permission would not be granted due to the
impact the increased capacity would have
on the local highway infrastructure. As a
result, the Council put the scheme on hold to
review options.
The Council has reviewed the need for
pupil places for St. Nicholas CiW Primary
School. The main contextual change relates
to the removal of feeder schools from
the secondary oversubscription criteria,
which came into force in September
2020. This has resulted in a decrease in
pupil applications to the existing school.
Furthermore, additional population
analysis has been undertaken, based on
updated ONS statistics, to predict the
pupil population over the next 15 years.
This analysis demonstrated the number
of primary aged pupils’resident within
the catchment area is not projected to
exceed 100 pupils over the next 15 years.
Consequently, the Council’s preferred
option is to amend the scheme to construct
a new building on the existing site to
accommodate 126 primary places and 24
part-time nursery places. This would address
the poor condition of the existing school
and provide nursery provision in the area.

The Governing Body for St. Nicholas
CiW Primary School will need to re-run
the statutory consultation on the proposal
to alter the age range of the school from
4-11 to 3-11 to allow the nursery provision
to proceed on the site. In the interim the
Council is submitting a planning application
for the preferred option to re-develop the
school to determine if the preferred option is
acceptable in planning terms.
The proposed new school will provide:
• A high quality, IT rich learning
environment for pupils meeting the
educational curriculum needs of the 21st
Century.
• Unobstructed access between all internal
areas for children and staff as the new
school would be contained within a single
building.
• Break out spaces for staff and pupils.
• Enhanced safeguarding and site security
for pupils and staff.
• Improved outdoor sports facilities for both
pupil and community use.
• Full access for the whole community with
improved disabled access.

1.03 Client Brief
The proposed capacity of the new school
is 126 primary pupils with an associated
12 place (FT) nursery, providing a fit for
purpose, 21st century learning environment
for pupils.
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Building Bulletin 99 has been used as the
basis for the design.

1.04 Proposed
Development
The subject of this report is the development
of a new single storey primary school,
associated landscape and parking facilities
to be located on the existing school site in
St. Nicholas, south Wales.
The proposal will have a gross internal floor
area of 975m2.
Below - St. Nicholas Primary School
existing school buildings and external areas
at the front of the site.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

Existing photographs of proposed site for development:
1. Google street view taken from School Lane to the south.
2. Existing play area at the front of the site.
3. Current school car park
4. Public footpath bordering the site to the north west.
5. Main hard standing play area.
6. School sports pitches at northern end of the site.
7. School informal soft play area.
8. Looking back at existing school building from informal soft play area.
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6.

8.
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2.01 Site Surroundings
The proposed location for the school
development is the current site of St. Nicholas
CIW Primary.

1.

The site sits at the northern edge of the
Village of St. Nicholas in the Vale of
Glamorgan. St. Nicholas is located 2 miles to
the west of Cardiff. It sits alongside one of the
main vehicular routes in to the city; the A48.
To the south and east of the school site there
are residential areas, with new housing
developments recently built on the eastern
edge of the village. The site is on the northern
edge of the St. Nicholas conservation area.
Farmland neighbours the site to the
immediate north and west. Further to the west
is Cottrell Park Golf Course and the village of
Bonvilston.

2.02 Topography
The proposed site is generally flat with
nominal level differences across it’s length
and width. It is unlikely that any retaining
structures or noticeable level changes will be
required within the proposal.

2.

1. Site location - St. Nicholas in the Vale of
Glamorgan
2. Site location - aerial view.
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2.03 Existing Site Layout
and Features
The school building currently sits at the
southern end of the site, overlooking School
Lane. There is a single vehicular access and
egress point in the south eastern corner,
which provides access to the car park on the
eastern side of the school building.
The main hard play area is on the western
side of the school, wrapping around to the
north. Further beyond is an enclosed grass
play area with external furniture.

and drop off provision at the new school.
Currently there is insufficient parent drop
off provision and parking opportunity is
limited around the site. Parking figures
will be in accordance with the published
Vale of Glamorgan supplementary
planning guidance.
• Conservation Area - the southern
end of the site sits within the St. Nicholas
conservation area.
• Public right of way - A public footpath
runs along the eastern side of the site and
is to be retained within the proposal.

Beyond the fence line at the north of the
grass play area are sports pitches and an
established habitat area.
At the front of the school site in the south,
there are smaller, enclosed external play
areas.

2.04 Constraints and
Opportunities
The following potential constraints have been
identified and considered as part of the
design:
•

Existing school building - This is the
most significant site constraint. The school
building inhabits the southern section
of the site and is to remain live during
construction. Consequently, the new
building will be located to the north of the
existing school.

•

Trees and ecology - The site is
bordered by vegetation along the east
and west sides. Development will seek to
avoid existing vegetation where possible,
and where this isn’t the case, appropriate
mitigation will be provided within the
landscape design. Any trees lost will be
re-provided at a ratio of 2:1.

•

Existing services - There are various
existing services local to, and serving
the existing school building. The existing
substation at the south eastern corner of
the site will remain in place as part of the
proposals.

•

Access and parking - The
constrained nature of the roads around
the school site are such that careful
consideration will be given to the parking

10
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2.

1.
1. Existing site aerial view.
2. Overhead cables crossing current school site.
3. Existing school hall.
4. Dense vegetation visible along western boundary.
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4.

3.
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DESIGN
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3.01 Site Layout - Aims
and Objectives.
The following aims and objectives were
established to inform the site layout design:
•

The proposal should limit visual impact on
the surrounding residences.

Placing the building slightly biased towards
the western side of the site reflects the
differing size requirements of early years and
KS1/2 yards, and allowing junior access to
the enclosed games courts which sit as an
extension to the junior yard. The games court
also has potential to be accessed from the car
park, should the school wish to make them
accessible to the community.

• The proposal should consider parking and
vehicular movements to limit the impact
on roads outside of the site.

Informal hard play areas are located around
the site and relate to the classrooms of the
age group they serve.

• The site layout should allow for the current
school to remain in use throughout the
construction period.

A smaller nursery and reception yard is
included at the western side of the site, in a
location easily accessible for parent drop off
and collection at the more regular intervals
through the day, without disruption to the rest
of the school.

3.02 Site Layout
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The sports pitches and existing school
habitat area sit to the northern side of the
development. Despite the new building sitting
across some of the previously grassed area,
there remains adequate space for junior
sized rugby and football pitches.
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Sprinkler tank
6.11Ø x 1.542m to rim – overall
height 2.742m as drawn.
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7.64Ø and overall height of 2.742m
(this is to top of ladder)
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Red line area as shown is 12,015m2

BB99 Likely site area for a single form entry school on an un-confined site ranges from 7,168m2 to
8,020m2 - Therefore the site is considered adequate.
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DESCRIPTION
Issue to project team.
Issued to transport for tracking.
Issued to project team for review.
at
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Hydrant tank added
Re-issued to reflect reduced building footprint
re-design.
16/11/2021 Plant and bin enclosures relocated.
24/11/2021 Plant enclosure reconfigured with minor relocation
of MUGA to accommodate. Hydrant tank footprint
increased. Building moved SW by 2m.
02/12/2021 Planning pre-application consultation issue.
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Pedestrian and maintenance vehicle access gate
Site entrance vehicle gates

Landscape

This drawing is to be read in conjunction with the accompanying Stride Treglown landscape
drawings which provide further information on trees, planting, hard and soft landscaping.

+XXm - Proposed Levels
Levels noted are subject to review and design development.

Proposed Site Strategy
1 : 500
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Fence - refer to landscape boundary treatment plan
for specification and height.
Stainless steel bollard protection / railings to include breaks for drop kerb
maintenance vehicle access.
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Pupil Numbers:
12 Nursery
126 Primary

STATUS
S1
S1
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S1
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Landscape screening is proposed to limit the
visual impact around the plant enclosure.

ru

The early years playground will feature an
area of rubber crumb safety surface and
have access to it’s own habitat zone. Each of
the classrooms along this side of the building
will have it’s own covered space directly
outside.

The servicing layby provides direct access to
the sprinkler tank, bin enclosure, kitchen and
plant areas.
An external fenced plant compound is
proposed to house sprinkler / hydrant tanks
and associated pump, PV batteries and air
source heat pumps. Sprinkler tank heights are
to be kept low as reasonably possible and
offset by enlarged footprint diameter.
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The main parking area provides parking for
staff as well as accessible, electric vehicle
charging and car share spaces.

T
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The school car park is proposed to inhabit
the southern end of the site, adjacent to the
site access from School Lane. A new junction
is proposed to create the entrance point
in to a one-way road within the site from
which access is provided to the staff car park
car park and adjacent parent drop off and
servicing lay-bys. Visitor and school minibus
parking is also proposed.
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New pedestrian walkways from the west and
eastern side of the site lead directly to the
building’s main entrance and pupil drop off
areas without any crossing of in-site vehicle
routes.
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The proposal places the new, single storey
school building in the centre of the site, on
a previously grassed area, parallel to the
western boundary.
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Consideration has been given to the following
when designing and organising the site:
• Maximising areas of soft landscaping and
both formal and informal play space;
• Offering external secure play spaces to
encourage outdoor physical and interactive
learning, adding a sense of fun;
• Providing a sense of arrival for pupils, staff
and visitors;

Electric charging space.

Coloured tarmac to main entrance area, supplied by
Tarmac Industries of similar approved, in beige colour. Build
up to engineers specification.

Tarmac surfacing to vehicular zones. Heavy duty tarmac surfacing,
recycled sub-base to gain BREEAM points. Build-ups to engineers
details.
Concrete surfacing to cycle shelter zone, plant, substation, refuse
and sprinkler tank stores. Drainage to refuse store to engineers
specification. In situ poured concrete with concrete 50mm pin kerb
edging.

Soft Landscape Materials and
Ecological Enhancements

Tarmac to playgrounds and maintenance zones. Build-ups to
accommodate maintenance vehicle loading, recycled sub-base to
gain BREEAM points. To engineers final specification.

The soft landscape design will aim to provide
a planting structure that brings seasonal
colour and interest to break up the hard
surface finishes and enhance biodiversity
across the site. New tree planting, areas
of native and ornamental shrubs will aid
the visual and ecological enhancement.
Planting will also offer areas of visual buffer
to residential boundaries. Existing trees and
habitat area have been retained wherever
possible. Rain gardens will aid drainage,
however they will also provide a further level
of ecological enhancement with planting that
is both drought tolerant and can withstand
heavy rainfall/ponding water.

Tarmac surfacing to pedestrian pathway. Light duty tarmac
surfacing, recycled sub-base to gain BREEAM points. Build-ups to
engineers details.

Coloured tarmac to service and visitor drop off laybys in, supplied by
Tarmac Industries of similar approved, in brown-ochre colour. Build
up to engineers specification.
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Play surfacing to nursery/reception zone. Wetpour surfacing,
colour to match architectural facade panels. Critical fall height by
DCM to 1.5m. Refer to manufacturers specification and build-ups.
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Refer to SNPS-STL-XX-XX-DR-L-9003 Soft Landscape Plan for details.
New tree planting.
Refer to drawing SNPS-STL-XX-XX-DR-L-9403 Typical Tree Pit in Soft
Landscape
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Ornamental shrub planting
Mixed planting planted at 3-5L pot size.

Top of ladder and guard rail around
platform are 1.2m above rim height.
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Existing habitat to be retained, including fence line.
Ornamental hedge. 1m wide.
Outdoor Furniture

Fence.
Refer to drawing SNPS-STL-XX-XX-DR-L-9004 Fencing and Security Plan
for details.
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Sports pitch seeding to be implemented.
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Hard Landscape Materials

Rain garden planting to car park.
Construction of rain gardens to be detailed by engineer. List of
planting is typical planting schedule for rain gardens and subject to
futher study. Rain garden planting densities/ spacing are subject to
futher detailed studies, working in coordination with the Engineeer.
Drainage rates/ flows to be calculated by Engineers.
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The landscape plan will focus on utilising a
number of mixed material surfaces to provide
varying spatial, physical and contextual
experiences for the students, these could
include different types of paving, coloured
wet pour play areas and tarmac.

Ameinty Grass: Seeded grass for general areas.
Multi-purpose seed mix

Hydrant tank
7.64Ø and overall height of '2.742m
(this is to top of ladder)
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Habitat area to school environs.

6.11Ø x 1.542m to rim – overall
height 2.742m as drawn.
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Recommendations from the ecology report
will be incorporated in the landscape design
such as bird boxes, insect hotels and native
planting to enhance biodiversity.

Existing trees to be retained to BS 5837:2012.

Sprinkler enclosure:
Additional hydrant tank shown. Final
arrangement to be confirmed.
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• Informal play: A hard court (MUGA) area,
which allows flexibility of use for a variety of
activities and sports.

Accessible parking space.

E

Tarmac surfacing to MUGA. Permeable tarmac to be confirmed
by Drainage Engineers.

N

Within the secure area of the school, there
will be defined informal hard and soft play
areas. They will offer a variety of uses that
can be adapted to suit individual needs /
abilities and user group sizes. The external
design accommodates:

A

Existing fence to habitat area, to be retained

FA

Outdoor Spaces

General waste bins.

Hard Landscape
Refer to SNPS-STL-XX-XX-DR-L-9002 Hard Landscape and External Furniture Plan

IN

• Facilitation easy access and servicing to the
site and building.

Recycling bins.

B

S

• Enhancing biodiversity on site, along with
sustainable drainage systems;

R

HE

• Retaining, where possible the majority of
existing habitat area and trees on site;

Main Entrances
Secondary Entrances

TC

• Providing landscaping along the boundary
edges to soften the extent of hard surface
interfaces;

Site boundary.

PI

• Being sympathetic to the semi-rural
location;

Legend

Secure fencing has been considered to
ensure pupil and staff safety is maintained
at all times. Where possible, the secure line
is softened by planting. Pedestrian access
will be prioritised through the school’s front
and side entrances. All new arrivals will be
required to access through the main building
entrance to ensure pupil privacy and safety
is maintained. The provision of cycle facilities
has been considered for pupils, staff and
visitors in covered shelters provided within the
entrance courtyard.

North

Stride Treglown’s landscape team have
produced a landscape concept design, as
summarised in the text below and sketch
opposite.

Site Security and Pedestrian
Circulation

LAYBY
/ DROP OFF

3.03 Landscape.

Growing gardens, raised timber sleeper planters, to be planted up by the
school children.
Accessible Parking

Parking
Site Entrance. Double Leaf Vehicle Gate 6m wide
Pedestrian and/or maintenance. Double Leaf Gate 2m & 2.4m wide
Pedestrian Single Leaf Gate 1.2m wide

• Flexible outdoor informal hard and soft
social/play spaces.

Bollard
Refer to drawing SNPS-STL-XX-XX-DR-L-9002 Hard Landscape Plan for details.
Cycle canopy and stands. 5No. stands per shelter, 20No spaces
in total. ‘New Sheffield Cycle Shelter’ cycle shelters 4100mm
length. Base plated, Galvanised steel. To include 5No.
‘Sheffield’ cycle stand racks 10No. hoops in total. Galvanised
steel, surface fixed.
Refer to drawing SNPS-STL-XX-XX-DR-L-9401 Cycle Shelter and
Stands for details.

General Arrangement Plan

• Growing gardens in the nursery/reception
and junior play zones.

1 : 500

Thermoplastic paint markings to car parking and loading bays.
White/yellow colour to British Standards.

• A habitat area along the western boundary
for educational purposes.

Tactile paving to pedestrian crossings and to dropped kerb roadway
enterance/exit. British Standard ‘Blister’ paving in Charcoal colour, by
Charcon. 400x400x50mm. Build-ups to engineers specification.
NOTE:
For levels and drainage information refer to engineers plans and details.
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3.04 Building Layout.
The main building entrance is at the corner of
the plan, overlooking the entrance plaza and
parent drop off area. A cut-out section from
the rectangular shaped footprint, coupled
with a roof overhang signifies the route to the
public entrance.
Laptop / PC Area

The reception office overlooks the secure
entrance lobby, providing an access control
point for visitors, and the main entrance
splits the teaching area from the main hall,
to which access is possible without entering
the main teaching zone of the school. The
headteacher’s office and main staff room are
located adjacent to the main entrance, where
it is accessible from the waiting area.

7.44 m²

Y4 / Y5

Cloaks

Plant

9.01 m²

20.27 m²

Staff Room
33.46 m²

Cloaks
PE Store

Storage

1.72 m²

15.14 m²

3.89 m²

Circulation

Circulation

53.99 m²

47.35 m²

WC

1.65 m²

Dis WC
3.87 m²

Specialist Practical

Learning resource

15.84 m²

34.92 m²

Interview
9.35 m²

SEN / Meeting

PE Store

12.09 m²

7.72 m²

Hygiene
Store

2.86 m²

The teaching wing consists of a group of 6
classrooms located either side of a central
learning zone; a valuable resource that is
accessible to all pupils in the school through
timetabled use. It will be a generous,
naturally lit volume that is subdivided in to
group, learning resource and practical areas
distinguished through use of furniture and
changes in floor finishes.

Hall / Dining

7.11 m²

Junior WCs
14.69 m²

Storage

Kitchen & Servery

179.39 m²

48.05 m²

Manifold

4.81 m²

1.60 m²

Cloaks

WCs (3 no) + shower
13.02 m²

Reception / Y1

Y1 / Y2

Kitchen Change

Nursery/Reception
(incl storage / cloaks)

56.06 m²

56.09 m²

2.76 m²

65.22 m²

Manifold
1.84 m²

Nursery
Kitchenette
WC's (2 no)

1.82 m²

11.48 m²

Nursery / Reception Classroom
Nursery 3.1n = 37m2
Standard (large) classroom 1.9G+6 = 23m2

Ground Floor Plan

The nursery classroom is located to allow a
dedicated external access point for parent
drop off and collection at the more regular
intervals during the day, without causing
disruption to the rest of the school.

1 : 100

WC’s are grouped between classrooms
BB99 Department Schedule (net) Excluding Nursery
for the nursery, reception and infants age
Department
Area provided
BB99 / brief guidance
groups, whilst the junior WCs are grouped
in a central toilet block off the main
central
Basic Teaching (net)
239.99 m²
Basic teaching BB99 2.1N =
resource space.
265m2. 240 shown in coloured
Halls (net)
Learning Resources (net)

179.39 m²
34.92 m²

Staff & Admin. (net)

73.79 m²

Storage (net)

37.96 m²

hatch with additional 28m2
reception area within nursery
classroom.
Halls BB99 140m2 minimum.
Learning resource BB99
15+0.15N = 34m2
Staff and admin. BB99
30+0.2N = 55m2
Storage BB99 45+0.25N =
77m2

566.04 m²

BB99 Department Schedule (non net) Excluding Nursery
Area provided
108.79 m²

BB99 / brief guidance

Kitchen Store
Bev Bay

The 3 classrooms along the front (north
eastern) side of the building house the junior
(KS2) classrooms, whilst the classrooms to the
rear (south western) elevation of the building
are nursery, reception and infants (KS1).

Circulation (non net)

Staff - Head's office

56.00 m²

Cloaks
Storage

9.87 m²

Y5 / Y6

56.00 m²

The kitchen and plant room are self-contained
on the opposite side of the hall where they
can be serviced independently of the school
from the adjacent servicing layby.

Department

General Office,
Reception & repro

Entrance
Y3 / Y4

56.00 m²

Pupil Numbers
Nursery - 12
Primary - 126
Total -138
WC Count
Area

Class 1
Nursery & Reception WCs (12 & 9 FT places)
BB99 Guidance - 1 WC per 10 pupils. 3no. proposed.

975.84 m² /

Classes 2 & 3
Reception, Y1 and Y2 = 45 total
BB99 guidance - 1 WC per 20 pupils. 4 proposed.
Classes 4, 5 & 6
Y3, Y4, Y5 & Y6 = 96 total
BB99 guidance - 1 WC per 20 pupils. 5no. req'd, rounded up to 6 as closest even number.
Staff WCs - staff numbers to be confirmed.
Two for the first 25 full time and 1 for every further 25 staff.
2 Provided including hygiene room
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In line with BB99 guidance, accessible WCs are counted towards staff provision.

GF Area Plan
1 : 500

WC

3.07 m²

5.76 m²

Kitchen Office
4.40 m²
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3.05 Amount and Scale.
The proposed building is single storey with a
double height hall element of approximately
9.5 metres at its tallest point, the ridge of the
hall roof.

3

3

2

The eaves level of the single storey classroom
pitched roofs is approximately 3.4 metres.

6

2

3

The gross internal floor area of the building is
approximately 975m2.

2

1

3.06 Appearance.
The proposal is for a predominantly brick
faced building with a lightweight insulated
composite panel to high level areas on the
hall, clerestory wall and above classroom
windows. The brick is proposed to be red in
colour to reflect the tone of brickwork evident
around the village of St. Nicholas.

4

6

4

5

9

East Elevation
1 : 100

The roof and wall cladding are proposed to
be dark grey to reference the palette of the
slate roofs evident within the local context.

3

8
3

4

The windows and doors will be be grey
framed PPC aluminium units, with spandrel
panels below classroom windows. Feature
coloured spandrel panels are proposed to
limited areas around the building.
Brushed stainless steel signage displaying
the school’s name is to be mounted on the
brickwork at the main entrance approach,
whilst a cross, formed in the same material
is to be mounted to the hall, signifying the
school’s church in Wales links.

2

3

The roof is proposed to be finished in metal
standing seam. Roof mounted PVs are
proposed as a means of contributing towards
the sustainability target of net zero carbon.
1

4
7

9

4

9

West Elevation
1 : 100

Materials Key:

3

3

Free standing metal canopies in grey
are proposed outside of the early years
foundation phase classes.

1 - Facing brickwo
2 - Metal compos
3 - Metal standing
4 - PPC aluminium
walling.
5 - Feature colour
6 - Brushed alumi
lettering). Wo
7 - Freestanding c
8 - PVs (maximum
confirmed wit
9 - Rainwater dow

2

Notes:

2
3
1

3

3

2

7

4

7

North Elevation

9

South Elevation

1 : 100

1 : 100
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Colours to be con

2

1

4

Window transom
confirmed with d

5

1

3D View
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3.07 Transport
Assessment - Movement
To, From and Within the
Site

South Wales Police to ensure envelope
design and boundary treatments are robust,
secure and discourage criminal or antisocial
behaviours.

Aecom have undertaken a transport
assessment for the scheme. The full report
is published separately as part of this
consultation.

Policy and Approach

The design proposals reflect the requirements
set out in the transport assessment in terms
of vehicular site access and egress, parking
provision, drop off and deliveries.

3.08 Ecology
Aecom have undertaken a preliminary
ecology assessment for the proposed site.
Their report is published separately as part
of this consultation.

3.09 Environmental
Sustainability
The development will target net zero carbon
as well as a BREEAM ‘Excellent’ rating.
In order to achieve the above, the design
will incorporate renewable / low carbon
technology in the form of roof mounted
photovoltaic panels and air source heat
pumps.

3.10 External Lighting
McCann & Partners will be producing an
external lighting strategy for the scheme
which will accompany the full planning
application.

3.11 Civil Engineering &
Drainage
RVW are producing a civil engineering
scheme that will be published separately.
The scheme is also subject to a SuDS
application.

3.12 Community Safety
Initial consultation has taken place with the
South Wales Police’s designing out crime
officer for the Vale of Glamorgan.
As detail design work progresses, the
design team will continue to work with the

3.13 Access
Planning Policy Wales emphasises that:
“Good design is also inclusive design.
The principles of inclusive design are that
it places people at the heart of the design
process, acknowledges diversity and
difference, offers choice where a single
design solution cannot accommodate all
users, provides for flexibility in use and
provides buildings and environments that
are convenient and enjoyable to use for
everyone.”
Similarly, TAN 12 (section 5.3 Inclusive
Design) notes that “the Assembly
Government expects all those involved in
the design process to foster a culture of
inclusion, whereby design solutions provide
access to the widest possible range of
people”.
In accordance with these policies, the
scheme has been designed to provide
access for all.
The scheme has been designed to comply
with the Building Regulations Approved
Document M so far as is possible at
planning stage.
An accessible parking space is proposed
close to the main entrance.
The entrance approach is designed as
a fully accessible space. Hard surfacing
materials will be chosen to ensure that there
are no barriers to access on the approach.

4.01 Summary
The proposed development will significantly
enhance the teaching facilities for the area,
providing a purpose built modern building,
which will enhance the site and seek to
enhance teaching and learning.
It is considered that the proposed
development takes into account its impact on
the site and surrounding area. It is therefore
considered that the proposals are consistent
with Welsh Assembly Government guidance
and local planning policy.
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